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Abstract

Bantu languages generally have noun-initial DP word order but they typically allow for demonstratives, and in some languages also the quantifier meaning ‘each, every’, to precede the noun. Beyond this, Bantu languages generally allow changing the relative order of the post-nominal modifiers, which leads to subtle (focus-related) changes in meaning. Bantu languages generally do not allow for adjectives, numerals, and possessives to appear before the noun. However, Xitsonga allows such orders and these orders trigger lengthening effects. In this paper, we discuss DP word order alternations in Xitsonga and their effects on prosody in terms of penultimate lengthening. We show that there is a stable, statistically significant effect on length which can be demonstrated experimentally.
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1. Introduction

In this paper, we examine apparent focus effects on prosody in Xitsonga in the form of longer penultimate lengthening (PL) that is shown by modifiers appearing in marked word orders where these modifiers receive a focused interpretation. We show that, for at least certain types of nominal modifiers, the marked word order of noun and modifier triggers longer PL on the modifier. However, this longer PL is position-dependent, with post-verbal objects showing a greater effect than the modifier in pre-verbal subjects.

As in other Bantu languages with phonological PL, Xitsonga displays several levels of PL, with the longest appearing on the final word in an intonational phrase but some PL appearing on each prosodic
word. However, up to now, the existence of such levels has not been investigated experimentally but was based on impressionistic data of vowel length. In our experiment, we establish a baseline PL, the longest (maximum) PL, and the longer than baseline (but shorter than longest) PL that appears on certain pre-nominal modifiers in the marked word order.

Xitsonga (Guthrie code S53; alternative names include Shangaan and Tonga) is spoken by about 5.5 million first-language speakers in South Africa, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe. PL in Xitsonga has been described by Beuchat (1962), Kisseberth (1994), and Zerbian (2007). Xitsonga DPs have not been studied in any detail but basic descriptions of nominal morphosyntax are provided in Baumbach (1987) and du Plessis, Nxumalo and Visser (1995).

Bantu languages generally allow variable word order in the DP in the post-nominal position (Rugemalira 2007). However, besides this flexibility, there are variations in the grammatical orders of DP modifiers in pre-nominal positions in Southern Bantu languages. These variations have received no detailed attention in the literature, even though they have been noted in recent work on a number of Southern Bantu languages (Letsholo and Matlhaku 2014 and Creissels 2016 for Setswana, Guthrie code S31; Mokoaleli, Riedel and Furumoto forthcoming for Sesotho, Guthrie code S33; de Dreu 2008 for Zulu2, Guthrie code S42). Xitsonga allows pre-nominal demonstratives, numerals, and adjectives. In fact, Xitsonga allows the ordering of DP-internal modifiers in every logically possible order, including with multiple modifiers. However, here we will focus on DPs that include a noun and only one modifier, as this is how our experimental data was collected (but see Riedel and Lee 2021 for a discussion of complex DPs and their prosody). As has been noted for other Bantu languages which allow this pre-nominal nominal modifier placement, including Zulu (de Dreu 2008), two varieties of Makonde (Guthrie code P23; Devos 2004, Kraal 2005), and Setswana (Letsholo and Matlhaku 2014), the marked word order is associated with focus effects in Xitsonga. In this paper, we show that in Xitsonga the pre-nominal element is prosodically marked with a longer duration of PL when compared to post-nominal elements in non-sentence-final position.

Prosodically, PL (marked with a colon in our examples) marks the right edge of a prosodic level in Xitsonga at the levels of the prosodic word, phonological phrase, or intonational phrase. While phonetic studies on this are rare, languages with several “levels” of PL have been described in the literature for some time. For example, Hyman (2009) notes the relevance of the utterance for Southern Bantu PL patterns, based on work such as Cole’s (1955: 55) description of Setswana PL: “Full length occurs in the penultimate syllable of a word pronounced in isolation or at the end of a sentence […] When a word is in non-final sentence position, it still retains its penultimate accent, but in much lesser degree, i.e. only half-length is used”. Fortune (1980) reports a similar type of half-lengthening in Shona.

---

1 No systematic study reports word-level PL in Xitsonga. However, such lengthening has been reported for other Bantu languages, as noted below.
2 In Zulu, pre-nominal modifiers are relativised and morphologically marked with a so-called “relative prefix” (for discussion, cf. de Dreu 2008). This is not the case in Xitsonga, so the data might not be comparable across all Southern Bantu languages.

---
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We are interested in the lengthening patterns at all three levels: the word level in non-prominent positions (i.e. in non-phrase-final position) as the baseline PL and how this might be affected by marked word order associated with focus, the PL found at the end of phonological phrases, and PL at the end of the intonational phrase (which would correspond to the “full” length described in Cole 1955). The paper is structured as follows: section 2 provides background on Xitsonga DPs and PL, section 3 provides the necessary background on Bantu DPs and their prosody, section 4 describes the experiment, section 5 discusses the results and implications, and section 6 offers our conclusions.

2. Xitsonga PL and DPs

Like in other Bantu languages (Carstens 1991, Rugemalira 2007), in Xitsonga, nominal modifiers appear after the noun in unmarked word order (1). Where these noun phrases appear in isolation or in sentence-final position, the penultimate vowel of the modifier shows the most marked PL (1a, c, and d). However, note that demonstratives do not normally show PL (1b). This seems to mirror what has been found for both tones and PL in other Bantu languages in a number of syntax-prosody studies (Kanerva 1990a, 1990b; Kisseberth 1994; Zerbian 2007; Downing and Mtenje 2011; Clemens and Bickmore 2020).

(1) Unmarked word order, noun – modifier:

a. va-nhu va-mbi:rhí
   2-people 2-two
   ‘two people’

b. va-nhu lá-va
   2-people this-2
   ‘these people’

c. va-nhu va-nkú:lú
   2-people 2-big
   ‘big people’

d. va-nhu hínkwá:-wo
   2-people all-2
   ‘all people’

When the modifier is emphasized, it appears pre-nominally and the noun shows longer PL (in 2) because it occurs in the intonational-phrase-final position (Kisseberth 1994). But certain types of modifiers in the marked pre-nominal position also show longer PL than other (non-pre-nominal)
modifiers when they appear in non-final position. A pre-nominal modifier gets a clear focus interpretation, according to our consultants. The same kind of pattern has been reported for numerous other Bantu languages (see examples below; the element in focus is marked with small caps in the translation).

(2) Marked word order, modifier – noun:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>va-mbi:rhí vá:-nhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-two 2-people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘TWO people’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>lá-vá vá:-nhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEM-2 2-people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘THESE people’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>va-nkú:lú vá:-nhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-big 2-people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘BIG people’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>hínkwá:-wo vá:-nhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>all-2 2-people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘ALL people’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The focus effect of the pre-nominal order has also been noted for demonstratives in Xitsonga (Beuchat 1962; see examples 3a and b below), as were PL effects in pre-verbal and final positions (4).

(3) a. voná vá-nhu vá-chává Xi-kwémbú |
|   | EMP.DEM2 2-person SM2-fear 7-God |
|   | ‘(As for) people they fear God’ |
| b. vá-xá-vísá xoná xi-rhundzu |
|   | SM2-OM7-sell EMP.DEM7 7-basket |
|   | ‘They are selling it, the conical basket (that is)’  
   | (Beuchat 1962: 114) |

(4) a. ti-ho:mú, xi-hontlovíla x!á-xá:va |
|   | 10-cow 7-giant SM7-buy |
|   | ‘As for the cattle, the giant is buying’ |
| b. ma-ta:ndzá, mu-lungu w!á-xá:va |
|   | 6-egg 1-European SM1-buy |
|   | ‘As for eggs, the European is buying’  
   | (Kisseberth 1994) |

Based on these facts, we take the focal properties and the general pattern of PL in Xitsonga as established and focus on determining experimentally whether there is a clear and statistically
significant phonetic pattern for several levels of PL in Xitsonga that are related to a pre-nominal position of an element in the DP.

3. Bantu DP

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the literature on the morphosyntax of Bantu DPs and what is known regarding their prosody and focus patterns.

3.1 Bantu DP word order and structure

The properties of DPs or noun phrases in Bantu languages have received relatively little attention in the literature beyond studies of noun classes, the augment, and the internal structure of nouns and their prefixes. With very few exceptions, nominal modifiers in Bantu languages agree with their head noun in noun class/number and can normally stand on their own (for general overviews, cf. Katamba 2003). There are different patterns for what constitutes the unmarked or marked, and/or grammatical orders of demonstratives across Bantu (cf. Rugemalira 2007 for a discussion of several languages of Tanzania, Van de Velde 2019, and Van de Velde 2020 for an overview of Bantu languages). While there is a clear basic order of modifiers that is fairly consistent across the Bantu languages for which it has been described, in post-nominal position these modifiers are fairly freely ordered with some scope/focus effects found when they appear in the more marked orders. Existing studies of nominals and noun phrases include: Carstens (1991, 2008) who discusses Swahili (Guthrie code G42) DP structures; Kanampiu and Muriungi (2019) who discuss Kīītharaka (Guthrie code E54) DP orders and motivate different types of DP structures and movement processes to explain the range of possible orders for different types of quantifiers and other nominal modifiers observed; Tada (2016) who looks at the order of post-nominal adjectives in Zulu; and Letsholo (2006), Letsholo and Matlhaku (2014), and Creissels (2014) who discuss Setswana noun phrases and modifiers.

Like Xitsonga, several other Southern Bantu languages also allow pre-nominal DP modifiers, as illustrated for Setswana in (5), Sesotho in (6), and Zulu in (7). Mokoaleli (2020) and de Dreu (2008) note the focused/emphatic readings of pre-nominal DP modifiers.

(5) a. **ts-ótlhé dínkú dí-bopám-é**
   10-all 10sheep SM10-lean-PRF
   ‘All the sheep are lean’

   b. **bá-ba-ntsí bańna bá-nwá bójalwá**
   AP2-2-many 2man SM2-drink 14alcohol
   ‘Many men drink alcohol’
   (Letsholo and Matlhaku 2014: 30)

(6) a. **tse-ngata di-buka**
   AP10-many 10-book
   ‘many books’
   (Sesoitho, Mokoaleli et al. forthcoming: 39)
Carstens (2008) proposes an extended DP for Swahili, where the noun moves to D via head movement, while demonstratives can move to a specifier of DP where that is licensed by special definiteness effects, as shown in (9), which represents the Swahili phrase in (8a). In this structure, the number wawili ‘two (class 2)’ is attached as a specifier of NumP, while the qualitative adjective is a specifier of nP. For a construction such as (8b), the demonstrative would simply stay in situ in Carsten’s analysis.

(8) a. wale wa-tu wa-wili wa-zuri
   DEM2 2-person 2-two 2-good
   ‘those two good people’

b. wa-tu wale wa-wili wa-zuri
   2-person DEM2 2-two 2-good
   ‘those two good people’

(Clemens and Bickmore (2020) largely follow Carstens (2008) in their analysis of the DP structure in Rutooro (Guthrie code JE12), shown in (10). However, Clemens and Bickmore assume that the demonstrative is base-generated as an adjunct to DP, rather than moving there, and that this can happen...
on the left (10) or the right (11), leading to demonstrative-initial or demonstrative-final word orders.\(^4\) Clemens and Bickmore (2020) also show that Rutooro has a different prosodic phrasing pattern and different syntactic properties for demonstratives and the agreeing quantifier meaning ‘all’ (but not other quantifiers or numerals), which can appear pre-nominally, unlike other nominal modifiers.

\[(10)\] Pre-nominal demonstrative in Rutooro (Clemens and Bickmore 2020: 14)

\[(11)\] Post-nominal demonstrative in Rutooro (Clemens and Bickmore 2020: 15)

While the demonstrative is higher than the other modifiers in both structural accounts, an analysis where the focused element moves to the specifier position could be accommodated fairly easily for structures with a single pre-nominal modifier. In this case, the main difference between Swahili

\(^{4}\) The brackets in (10) and (11) indicate phonological phrase boundaries, with bold face brackets marking the domains of high tones.
and Xitsonga DPs is that Swahili allows a demonstrative to appear immediately after the noun, but Xitsonga patterns with Rutooro in preferring the demonstrative to appear in final position when it does not precede the noun. An alternative account may involve nominalisation of modifiers, as proposed by Van de Velde (2020). However, his proposal that nominal modifiers can become noun phrase constituents via nominalisation, where they first become phrasal and then become part of another phrase (i.e. no longer being phrasal), does not match our general understanding of phrase structure (based on operations such as Merge, Move, and Agree) where adjectives, numerals, and demonstratives are always phrasal categories. In these respects, our understanding of syntax is similar to that on which studies such as Carstens (2008) or Clemens and Bickmore (2020) are also based. We think an account based on movement and pre-nominal positions offers a simpler explanation of the data presented here.

Following Clemens and Bickmore (2020), but treating the demonstrative (DemP) as a specifier, we assume that a Xitsonga DP, where the modifiers appear in the unmarked order like the one in (12), has the structure in (13).

(12) ni-xava swi-tófu swi-mbirhí swi-nkúlú lé-swi
sm1sg-buy 8-stove 8-two 8-big this-8
‘I buy these two big stoves’

(13)

Most Bantu languages restrict which types of elements can appear pre-nominally, unlike Xitsonga. The simplest option for deriving constructions where nominal modifiers appear before the noun syntactically might be one or more adjuncts (following Clemens and Bickmore 2020) or multiple specifiers (following Carstens 2008) that are attached to the DP, potentially above the

---

5 The pattern in Xitsonga is not as simple because all permutations of constituent orders in a DP are possible. A DP with two modifiers shows six possible word orders, and a DP with three modifiers, including a demonstrative, occurs in 24 different word orders. A detailed examination of these free word orders in Xitsonga DPs is beyond the scope of this paper, and we will defer an investigation to a future study.

6 The absence of PL in the sentence in (12) is due to the demonstrative not displaying PL in general.
specifier/adjunct phrase hosting the DemP. Aboh (2004) proposes focus and topic projections inside the DP for Gungbe (a Gbe language primarily spoken in Benin). However, these are attached below D which would additionally require multiple landing sites for the noun (instead of just moving to D). It is possible that languages like Xitsonga and maybe also Rutooro have a FocP above D. However, this becomes even more complicated for the other possible marked orders in Xitsonga since several modifiers can appear pre-nominally which would potentially require multiple positions. We will leave these questions for further research.

3.2 The prosody of the DP in Bantu

PL can apply at different levels in Bantu languages: from the word level to the utterance, or to different types of clauses, such as wh-questions versus statements (Hyman 2009). Earlier literature reports that the duration of the penultimate syllable is longer than other syllables in Bantu languages (Van Bulck 1952, Burssens 1954, Doke 1967). In Ikalanga (Guthrie code S16), for example, /ku-túm-a/ ‘to send’ is realised as [kutû:ma] with a lengthened penultimate syllable and a falling tone when the word appears in the phrase-final position, but as [kutúma] without PL and with a simple high tone when it appears in non-phrase-final position (Hyman and Mathangwane 1998: 199).

Studies on the prosody of Chichewa (Guthrie code N31) report that PL reflects prosodic structure (Kanerva 1990a, Downing and Mtenje 2017). The examples in (14) show that PL (marked with a double vowel in this dataset) indicates that a prosodic word is in phrase-final position. In (14a), the entire clause is grouped together and only the penultimate syllable of the last word /galú/ ‘dog’ is lengthened. In (14b), the same word appears in phrase-medial position and there is no lengthening. The overt subject of the sentence in (14b) shows that subjects in Chichewa are phrased separately from the rest of the clause, as evidenced by the lengthened penultimate vowel of the subject noun phrase in the pre-verbal position.

(14) Phrasing and PL in Chichewa

a. (VP) (Downing and Mtenje 2017: 229, adapted from Kanerva 1990a: 66)

(ti-na-pátsá mw-aná gaálú)
SM2PL-PRS-give 1-child 1.dog
‘We gave the child a dog’

b. (Subject) (VP) (Downing and Mtenje 2017: 229, adapted from Kanerva 1990a: 103)

(mw-aáná) (a-na-pézá galú ku-dáambo)
1-child SM1-PRS-find 1.dog 17-5.swamp
‘The child found the dog at the swamp’

Rolle and Hyman (2018) analyse the prosodic patterns of DPs in Makonde, where adjectives and numeral modifiers follow the nominal head. The phrasing of these Makonde DPs is shown in (15). Here, the adjective is phrased together with the nominal head (15a), but the numeral is phrased separately (15b). Evidence for the phrasing asymmetry again comes from PL. Interestingly, when a nominal head in Makonde is followed by an adjective and a numeral, the numeral is phrased
together with the preceding noun and adjective, displaying what Rolle and Hyman (2018) refer to as “prosodic smothering”.

(15) Phrasing of Makonde DPs

a. φ(NOUN ADJ)
φ(má-pápájá má-ngúlíguuma)
6-papaya 6-round
‘round papayas’

b. φ(NOUN) φ(NUM)
φ(ma-pápájá) φ(ma-taátu)
6-papaya 6-three
‘three papayas’

c. φ(NOUN ADJ NUM)
φ(má-pápájá má-tátú má-ngúlíguuma)
6-papaya 6-three 6-round
‘three round papayas’

These types of phrasing differences show the variable nature of phrasing-induced PL, even when the morphosyntactic category of a word is the same; the presence or absence of PL appears to provide evidence for the internal structure of DPs. One caveat is that it is not clear how directly PL reflects the syntactic properties, rather than the prosodic properties, of these DPs and their constituents.

Zerbian (2007) notes that variation in word order is one way to encode information structure in Xitsonga. In (16a), a context-neutral sentence shows PL on the final prosodic word. Zerbian (2007: 66-67) shows that if an object marker co-occurs with a lexical object that is in situ, as in (16a), this has information structural effects, with emphasis on the object that is object-marked. In our own elicitation, consultants judged object markers in sentences such as (16a) to be ungrammatical. However, when the object DP is left-dislocated, as in (16b), an object marker agreeing with the dislocated noun swa-kudya ‘8-food’ is required.

(16) Word variation and information structure (our own data)

a. vá-ná vá-(*swí)-lává swá-ku:dyá
2-child SM2-OM8-want 8-food
‘Children want food’

b. swá-ku:dyá vá-ná vá-swí-la:va
8-food 2-child SM2-OM8-want
‘Food, children want it’

The Xitsonga data from earlier studies (Beuchat 1962, du Plessis et al. 1995) discussed in Zerbian (2007) is not marked for PL. Thus, our work is a start towards addressing Zerbian’s remark that much
work needs to be done regarding the prosody of Bantu languages. In this paper, we do just that and show that the prosodic structure indirectly reflects the DP-internal morphosyntactic structure.

Clemens and Bickmore (2020) show that prosody can be sensitive to syntactic movement in Rutooro noun phrases. Rutooro has asymmetrical phrasing patterns in the DP structure. Nouns modified by strong determiners and full relative clauses are marked with a high (H) tone whereas nouns modified by weak determiners, adjectives, and reduced relative clauses lack such a H tone. Clemens and Bickmore’s proposal is that the presence or absence of a H tone is caused by generating modifiers in a DP-internal or DP-external position, respectively. The study does not address PL, but it shows the effect of syntactic structures on the phonology of Bantu DPs.

Aside from the patterns reported here for a small number of Bantu languages, the DP and its prosody remain an underexplored topic in Bantu linguistics. DP-internal PL is the major type of evidence used in Rolle and Hyman’s (2018) work on prosodic smothering in Makonde. Our paper investigates whether focused prosodic words have any additional/longer PL in Xitsonga. Noting the differences in prosodic phrasing between subjects and objects in other Bantu languages, our stimuli sentences include the target DP in the subject and object positions which, as we will show, also influence the PL pattern in Xitsonga.

4. Phonetic evidence for Xitsonga PL

Having provided an overview of Xitsonga and Bantu DPs and relevant prosody above, in this section we describe how our data was collected and analysed, and what our results were.

PL in Xitsonga is reported to mark the boundary of an intonational phrase (Kisseberth 1994, Selkirk 2011). Whether or not penultimate syllables of the lower prosodic levels (phonological phrases and prosodic words) are also realised as lengthened vowels has not been reported. Anecdotally, one of the authors of this paper reports that PL is heard at the prosodic word level in naturalistic conversation amongst native speakers of Xitsonga. The scarcity of systematic studies on PL in Xitsonga or even other Bantu languages makes it difficult to evaluate whether penultimate syllables are always longer in Xitsonga. Hence, we conducted an experiment to investigate the length of penultimate syllables in different positions, namely pre- and post-verbal two-word DPs, and whether these DPs show prosodic marking of focus in the form of longer PL.

When a DP with a single modifier appears in the post-verbal position, all things being equal, we expect the duration of the penultimate syllable of the final prosodic word (in the unmarked word order, this would be the penultimate syllable of the DP modifier) to be the longest, since it is also the penultimate syllable of an intonational phrase. This is indeed confirmed by the data.

We assume that there are three potential relative lengths of PL: Intonational phrase (IP) final PL is the longest, while phonological phrase (PP) final PL is less long than IP-final PL, where focused PP-final PL is longer than non-focused PP-final PL. Finally, there are words without PL.

(17) IP-final PL > focused PP-final PL > non-focused PP-final PL
We now turn to describing our stimuli before describing the participants and other experimental details in the following subsections.

4.1 Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of 30 sentences with varying orders of the DP-internal elements. These sentences included the target DP as pre-verbal subject and as post-verbal object, with both types of sentences reflecting the unmarked word order with respect to subjects and objects in Xitsonga. In the stimuli with a pre-verbal DP, a post-verbal temporal modifier was also used. This was added to make the sentences sound more natural to the participants, not for prosodic or syntactic reasons. Pairs of sentences were constructed to investigate the difference between DPs with modifiers preceding the noun and DPs with modifiers following the noun in pre- and post-verbal positions because of the tendencies in Bantu languages to phrase subjects and other pre-verbal elements differently prosodically from objects and other post-verbal elements. The stimuli include different types of DP modifiers: numerals, adjectives, the agreeing quantifier meaning ‘all’, and a demonstrative. All subject sentences used ma-ta-durha mundzuku ‘(they) will be expensive tomorrow’ as the frame and all object sentences used ni-xava ‘I buy’.

The nominal modifier follows the noun in (18a) and (19a), which is the unmarked word order in Xitsonga. When the nominal modifier precedes the head noun, as in (18b) and (19b), which is the marked word order in Xitsonga, the modifier is interpreted as being focused.

(18) DP in the post-verbal position

a. unmarked order

ni-xava ma-sangu ma-mbHí
SM1SG-buy 6-sleeping_mat 6-two
‘I buy two sleeping mats’

b. marked order

ni-xava ma-mbirhi má-sá:ngu
SM1SG-buy 6-two 6-sleeping_mat
‘I buy TWO sleeping mats’

(19) DP in the pre-verbal position

a. unmarked order

ma-sangu ma-mbirhi má-tá-dúrhá múnzdú:ku
6-sleeping_mat 6-two SM6-FUT-expensive tomorrow
‘Two sleeping mats will be expensive tomorrow’
b. marked order

\textit{ma-mbirhí má-sángu má-tá-dúrhá múndzúkú} \\
6-two 6-sleeping_mat SM6-FUT-expensive tomorrow \\
‘TWO sleeping mats will be expensive tomorrow’

4.2 Participants

Eight Xitsonga speakers (four male and four female) all in their twenties participated in the study. All of them were students at a regional university majoring in the Xitsonga language as part of a teacher training program. Those who graduate from this program qualify to teach Xitsonga at secondary school level and receive basic training in linguistics as part of their curriculum, but this does not cover concepts related to information structure, such as topic and focus. The minimum number of years of English education that participants had is 14 years, and all of them identified themselves as being at an advanced level of English proficiency.

4.3 Data collection and processing

The Xitsonga data reported here was recorded in March 2020 in a quiet office at the University of Venda in Thohoyandou, Limpopo, South Africa. A Zoom H5 recorder mounted on a tripod was used. The sampling rate was 44,100 Hz with 16-bit quantization. After participants completed the consent form and a demographic questionnaire, stimuli sentences were presented using PowerPoint slides advanced by the experimenter. Participants were presented with five practice sentences before seeing the target stimuli. A set of randomized target sentences was presented, with one sentence per slide. The complete set was read three times by each participant, resulting in three repetitions for each target sentence. Sentences in each slide were read only once each time in order to avoid unnatural prosody from repetitions. Filler sentences were included in the experiment as distractors. A post-test interview confirmed that participants were not aware of the purpose of the experiment.

The recording sessions used 30 stimuli sentences (see Appendix A) that were each repeated three times by eight speakers. Half of the sentences had the target DP in the subject position and half had the target DP in the object position. The resulting 720 sentence tokens were then annotated using Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2019). For tokens where the target DP appears in the object position, the penultimate syllables of the last three words (i.e. the verb and the DP object consisting of the noun and its modifier) were further annotated with the following labels: final word (FW), penultimate word (PW), and antepenultimate word (AW). The penultimate syllable of the AW in the object sentences is always the verb form \textit{ni-xava} ‘I buy’. The AW’s PL pattern can be considered the baseline. When the target DP appears in the subject position, the FW is the adverb \textit{mundzuku} ‘tomorrow’ and the PW is \textit{ma-ta-durha} ‘they will be expensive’. The target penultimate syllables appear in the AW and in the fourth word from the end (4W). In these pre-verbal DPs, the PL pattern of PW is considered the baseline. The duration of the penultimate syllable of these prosodic words was extracted using a Praat script (Boersma and Weenink 2019) and then processed using R (R Core Team 2020).
4.5 Results

In this section, we first report the results of our analysis of PL in post-verbal DPs (i.e. objects), then we present the results of our analysis of PL in pre-verbal DPs (i.e. subjects). Finally, we present the differences between lexical and functional modifiers for PL in different positions.

In Figure 1, the durations of penultimate syllables in the FW, in the PW, and in the AW are plotted as a boxplot. As we expected, the penultimate syllable of the FW is the longest both in the unmarked and the marked conditions. Our interests lie in the penultimate syllable of the PWs. The duration of penultimate syllables is longer in the marked condition (where the PW is the pre-nominal modifier) than in the unmarked condition (where the PW is the post-nominal modifier): \( t(282.28) = -6.45, p < 0.001 \). This finding suggests that for preposed modifiers in a DP, the marked word order shows a phonetic reflex in the form of longer penultimate syllable lengthening.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Overall results of post-verbal DPs (n=360): FW for the final word, PW for the penultimate word, and AW for the antepenultimate word. AW is always the verb in these sentences.

In Figure 2, we present each speaker’s PL patterns of post-verbal noun phrases, with one nominal modifier appearing in the marked and unmarked conditions. Figure 2 shows that the FW has the longest penultimate syllable for all participants except for speaker TSO047. While most participants display the FW with the longest penultimate syllable, when the duration of penultimate syllables in three prosodic words is examined, two groups emerge: one group (TSO048, TSO050, TSO051, TSO052) expresses a pre-nominal modifier with a longer duration on the penultimate syllable \( (t(150.1) = -6.76, p < 0.001) \), while the durational difference of penultimate syllables in
the other group (TSO047, TSO049, TSO053, TSO054) is significant \(t(154.27) = -2.54, p = 0.01\), with a higher probability of facing a type-1 error.

Participant TSO047 does not exhibit any prosodic effect on the duration of the penultimate syllable of the pre-nominal modifier when comparing the marked and unmarked conditions. The speaker may exhibit a task effect and may have produced an unnatural prosody when reading the sentences. We rule out a possibility of dialectal variation, as she comes from the town of Malamulele where five other participants (TSO049, TSO050, TSO051, TSO052, TSO053) also came from.

![Figure 2. Duration of penultimate syllables in a noun with a modifier by eight participants (n=360)](image)

The stimuli set includes four different types of modifiers: adjectives, demonstratives, numerals, and quantifiers. In the marked order, the PW is the modifier in the pre-nominal position, and in the unmarked order, the PW is the noun head. Examining PL patterns shown by the element in the PW position in these two orders would reveal whether or not pre-nominal modifiers display longer PL. We report our results divided by two groups based on the types of modifiers: adjective and numerals are lexical words, and demonstratives and quantifiers are functional words. The difference in the duration of the penultimate syllable in PWs with adjective and numeral modifiers is significant: \(t(207) = -7.1984, p < 0.001\). When the modifiers are function words such as demonstratives and quantifiers, the durational difference is not significant: \(t(76.78) = -0.30994, p = 0.76\). As shown in Figure 3(a), lexical modifiers in the pre-nominal position display longer PL in PW. The functional words such as demonstratives and quantifiers do not display such differences, as shown in Figure 3(b).\(^8\)

\(^7\) A reviewer pointed out that the absence of PL in the FW in TSO047 may skew the results that we report here. When we ran a t-test on the second group, excluding speaker TSO047, we found that the exclusion did not have a discernible effect \(t(119.52) = -2.66, p < 0.01\).

\(^8\) As shown in (1) and (2), demonstratives never undergo PL for most speakers of Xitsonga. A reviewer raised a question whether grouping demonstratives and quantifiers into a single group skews the results reported in Figure 3. Confirming the reviewer’s point, when demonstratives were grouped separately from the other modifiers, the PL
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a. Lexical modifiers (adjective, numeral)

b. Functional modifiers (demonstratives, quantifiers)

**Figure 3.** Duration of penultimate syllables in lexical modifiers versus functional modifiers

The right panel in Figure 3 masks the observation that demonstratives do not display PL in either post-nominal or pre-nominal position. When we examined the results for each speaker, all speakers produced demonstratives without PL in the pre-nominal position, but demonstratives in the post-nominal position were produced with two distinct patterns: one group (three speakers) exhibited no PL in the sentence-final demonstrative (left panel in Figure 4(a)), while the other group did exhibit PL in that demonstrative (right panel in Figure 4(a)). Since the speaker group that produced post-nominal demonstratives with PL is expected to behave similarly to the lexical group, we compared the duration of PL in the PW position – no statistical significance (t(86.5) = 1.47, p = 1.43) was found between the marked and the unmarked group.

---

duration of PW did not differ between marked and unmarked order (t(39.7) = 1.38, p = 0.18). However, this result from the demonstrative as a single group does not mean that quantifiers pattern together with numerals and adjectives. When quantifiers were grouped separately, the PL duration of PW also did not differ between marked and unmarked order (t(36.5) = -0.92, p = 0.36). Therefore, the grouping in Figure 3 holds.
a. Unmarked order: demonstrative in the post-nominal position (FW)

b. Marked order: demonstrative in the pre-nominal position (PW)

**Figure 4.** Duration of penultimate syllables in speakers without PL and with PL when the post-nominal modifier is a demonstrative

The next set of graphs shows the results of measurements of tokens where the target DP is located in the pre-verbal subject position. The FW is the adverb *mundzuku* ‘tomorrow’ and the PW is the tensed verb *ma-ta-durha* ‘they will be expensive’. The modifier and the noun appear in the AW position and in the prosodic word position before the AW (called “4W” in this paper).

Figure 5 shows that the duration of the penultimate vowel of FW is the longest in both conditions (t(333.6) = -1.67, p = 0.09), and that of PW is the shortest across both conditions (t(334.78) = -0.61, p = 0.54). The frame sentence displays consistent results, which allows us to examine the PL in AW and 4W. When the marked and unmarked conditions are compared, the durational differences of the penultimate vowels in the AW position are not significant (t(331.9) = 0.64, p = 0.52). The durational difference is not significant for 4W either (t(312.38) = -0.84687, p = 0.40).
Although the durations of the penultimate vowels in the two conditions are not significantly different, PL in both 4W and AW positions is longer than that in the PW position. PL is presumably absent in the PW, which is the verb of the sentence. When PL in all four positions was tested, we found a statistically significant difference in PL duration by the position of PL in a sentence ($f(3) = 299.8$, $p < 0.001$). A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that FW resulted in a longer duration on average than PW (92 ms), a longer duration on average than AW (62 ms), and a longer duration on average than 4W (68 ms). A subsequent groupwise comparison showed a longer duration of PL on FW, but no durational difference between 4W and AW.

In the post-verbal condition, we observed that lexical modifiers display a longer penultimate syllable in the marked condition (Figure 3). In Figure 6, which looks at lexical versus functional modifiers in pre-verbal position, the two adjacent graphs show that the difference in the duration of the penultimate syllable in pre-nominal modifiers (4W) in the marked condition and that of 4W in the unmarked condition is statistically significant ($t(224.45) = 2.14$, $p < 0.05$). For the lexical modifiers: in the marked condition, PL is an average of 10 ms longer than in the unmarked condition. With the functional modifiers, the pattern is reversed: the marked condition of the functional modifiers has shorter PL than the unmarked condition ($t(92.3) = -2.19$, $p < 0.05$).
Pre-nominal DP modifiers and penultimate lengthening in Xitsonga

1. Lexical modifiers (adjective, numeral)
2. Functional modifiers (demonstratives, quantifiers)

Figure 6. Patterns based on modifier types in the pre-verbal position

We also examined the pre-verbal data per participant as well as by modifier type. What we found was consistent with the post-verbal data in that the modifier in the marked condition (in the position 4W) was realised with a longer duration in the penultimate syllable.

Table 1: Summary of PL patterns observed (cf. (17))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modifier type</th>
<th>Penultimate vowel duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noun + modifier (unmarked pattern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-verbal (object)</td>
<td>lexical modifiers normal PL + max PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>functional modifiers normal PL + max PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-verbal (subject)</td>
<td>lexical modifiers normal PL + normal PL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>functional modifiers normal PL + normal PL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To conclude this section, the PL patterns in Xitsonga DPs with a single modifier are summarized in Table 1. In the post-verbal position, IP-final prosodic words show maximum duration of PL (IP-final PL in (17): max PL). In the marked pattern, pre-nominal lexical modifiers display longer PL (focused PP-final PL in (17): longer PL), whereas pre-nominal functional modifiers do not exhibit longer PL (but rather a normal PL). In the post-verbal position, nouns in the unmarked pattern are realised with normal PL. All the remaining prosodic words in pre-verbal and post-verbal positions display some degree of PL (non-focused PP-final PL in (17): normal PL).

5. Discussion: Phrasing of Xitsonga DPs

The data presented in section 4 matches what has been reported for prosodic phrasing in other Bantu languages in terms of positional effects (as in Chichewa and Rutooro) and the differences between different types of modifiers (as in Rutooro and Makonde).
The prosodic phrasing of Xitsonga DPs with a pre-nominal or post-nominal modifier is proposed to be matched to the syntactic structure assumed in (21). Three prosodic levels indirectly match with structure in the morphosyntactic component of the grammar: an intonational phrase ($t$) matches a clause (CP or TP), a phonological phrase ($\phi$) matches a syntactic phrase (XP), and a prosodic word ($\omega$) matches a morphological word (cf. Selkirk 2011).

(20) a. \textit{ni-xava ma-sangu ma-n\textsc{ts}ongo:ngo}  
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    SM1SG-buy & 6-sleeping\_mat & 6-small \\
    \end{tabular}  
    ‘I buy small sleeping mats’

b. \textit{ni-xava ma-\textsc{nts}ongo ma-sa:ngu}  
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    SM1SG-buy & 6-small & 6-sleeping\_mat \\
    \end{tabular}  
    ‘I buy SMALL sleeping mats’

(21) Syntactic structure of post-verbal DP (phonological phrase edges marked in blue)

The prosodic phrasing of post-verbal DPs is shown in (22). The projections of the noun and modifier in (22a-b) are not matched by a phonological phrase in the prosodic structure because each only contains a single prosodic word. In Xitsonga, phonological phrases are required to have minimally two prosodic words, hence they are prosodic words which do not form phonological phrases on their own (see Lee and Selkirk forthcoming). The underlying structure in (22a) differs from (22b), where the pre-nominal modifier is focused. We propose that the focused pre-nominal modifier is promoted to a phonological phrase ($\phi_{\text{Foc}}$), as shown in (22c). We argue that this promotion to $\phi$ is the source of the longer PL in the focused pre-nominal DP.
(22) Prosodic structures of Xitsonga DPs in the post-verbal position

a. Post-verbal unmarked  
b. Post-verbal marked  
c. Post-verbal focus (promotion to a φ)

Examples with DPs in the pre-verbal position are presented in (23), and their prosodic structures are shown in (24). As in (22b), the focused pre-nominal modifiers display longer PL, suggesting that they are promoted prosodically from prosodic words to phonological phrases. The duration of the penultimate syllable in the modifiers in (24a) and the noun in (24b) is also lengthened, but to a lesser degree than in a focused pre-nominal modifier because both the modifiers and the noun are the final prosodic words of the phonological phrase (φ2).

(23)  
a. ma-sangu ma-tsongo ma-ta-durha mundzu:ku
6-sleeping_mat 6-small SM6-FUT-expensive tomorrow
‘Small sleeping mats will be expensive tomorrow’

b. ma-tsongo ma-sangu ma-ta-durha mundzu:ku
6-small 6-sleeping_mat SM6-FUT-expensive tomorrow
‘SMALL sleeping mats will be expensive tomorrow’

(24) Prosodic structures of Xitsonga DPs in the pre-verbal position

a. Pre-verbal unmarked
Patterns of PL differ between Xitsonga DPs that appear in the post-verbal position and those that appear in the pre-verbal position. In the pre-verbal position, DPs are phrased on their own, which means that the PL of the final prosodic word of the phonological phrase (i.e. the DP) occurs. As shown above, a similar type of asymmetry has been reported for Chichewa (Kanerva 1990a, Downing and Mtenje 2017) where the pre-verbal subject DP forms a prosodic unit separately from the rest of the verb phrase but not DPs in post-verbal non-dislocated position. Xitsonga DPs show a comparable pattern to Chichewa, because the final prosodic word of the pre-verbal phonological phrase displays PL.

Demonstratives in Xitsonga behave differently from other modifiers in that they do not undergo PL in any position for most of the speakers we have worked with. In this study, la-ma ‘DEM-6’ was used, which has the demonstrative base la followed by a class 6 marker. Possible explanations include the length of the demonstrative, positional restrictions on the demonstrative, or the prosodic status of the demonstrative. First, the demonstrative has only two syllables, while other modifiers in our stimuli set are trisyllabic when including the noun class prefix. Minimality effects on prosodic stems in Bantu languages are well known (Downing 2000, 2001), and the demonstrative lama cannot form a prosodic word in Xitsonga because the stem la- is not long enough. Second, demonstratives tend to behave differently syntactically from other nominal modifiers across Bantu; the positional restrictions of demonstratives in Swahili and Rutooro noted above illustrate this. The lack of PL in Xitsonga demonstratives may simply reflect a special syntactic status of demonstratives being realised in the prosodic structure, which begs for a prosody-based account. Third, in the prosodic structure, we could assume that demonstratives encliticize to the preceding prosodic structure without forming their own prosodic word. We can entertain a scenario in which PL of an intonational phrase or a phonological phrase does not occur when the final element of the intonational phrase is an unparsed element, such as demonstratives in Xitsonga. This idea needs to be tested in future studies.

An alternative analysis of the pre-nominal modifier with PL in post-verbal position is that the modifier forms its own syntactic phrase (either a DP or a DP-linked phrasal category such as DemP) which appears in the immediately-after-verb (IAV) position. This position is known to be focused in a number of Bantu languages, including Xitsonga (although this requires further study), and is therefore marked prosodically for focus. Such an analysis would be closer to Van de Velde (2020)
but would not account for the additional PL in pre-verbal position, which is not a general focus position in Xitsonga or any Bantu language, apart from the problems noted above. We therefore do not think this is an IAV effect (syntactically). However, more research on the prosodic marking of elements in IAV and how longer and shorter phrases of different types behave in Xitsonga would be needed to evaluate this prosodically.

6. Conclusions

Xitsonga PL is increased when a focused element within the DP appears in the pre-nominal position. Not unexpectedly, based on what has been observed for other Bantu languages with PL or similar phrasal prosodic patterns, there is a difference between subjects and objects or, potentially more generally, between pre- and post-verbal DPs (this requires further study), as well as a difference between different classes of words.

While we have established a first baseline for PL patterns in Xitsonga noun phrases, the results give rise to many new questions and highlight the need for further studies. While the types of modifiers in Xitsonga DPs are a fairly small set, more research is needed on what might cause the difference observed between demonstratives, quantifiers, adjectives, and numbers. Additionally, more data needs to be added to the existing set to see how robust the effects observed here are, and to address remaining questions such as whether all types of demonstratives fail to show PL and whether all quantifiers show the same pattern.

All examples show maximum PL (maxPL) in the final prosodic word, and two mechanisms can be identified as a source for the maxPL: either the presence of an intonation phrase boundary triggers maxPL, or maxPL may occur due to a cumulative effect that occurs when the phonological phrase boundary and the intonational phrase boundary follow the same word. This effect can be distinguished if we construct examples which have final prosodic words that are not part of the preceding phonological phrase. If such constructions can be examined in Xitsonga, we would be able to better identify the source of maxPL.

PL may, like high-tone spreading in Xitsonga, differentiate between different types of morphemes (e.g. stems or agreement) in different parts of the grammar. However, more research is needed to establish whether this is the case and, if so, what happens in verbal domains and with locative suffixes (seeing as these are most relevant for the analysis of PL). Finally, preliminary data on Sesotho collected by the authors has shown that the Xitsonga pattern is also found in other Southern Bantu languages.
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Appendix A: Stimuli sets

(1) Target DP in the object position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>frame ‘I buy...’</th>
<th>target</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDP01</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu</td>
<td>sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP02</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu mambirhi</td>
<td>two sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP03</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>mambirhi masangu</td>
<td>TWO sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP04</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu manharhu</td>
<td>three sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP05</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>manharhu masangu</td>
<td>THREE sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP06</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu hinkwawo</td>
<td>all sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP07</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>hinkwawo masangu</td>
<td>ALL sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP08</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu lama</td>
<td>these sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP09</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>lama masangu</td>
<td>THESE sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP10</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu mantsongo</td>
<td>small sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP11</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>mantsongo masangu</td>
<td>SMALL sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP115</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu mantshwa</td>
<td>new sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP116</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>mantshwa masangu</td>
<td>NEW sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP117</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>masangu makahle</td>
<td>good sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP118</td>
<td>ni xava</td>
<td>makahle masangu</td>
<td>GOOD sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Target DP in the subject position

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>target</th>
<th>frame ‘... will be expensive tomorrow’</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NDP68</td>
<td>masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP69</td>
<td>masangu mambirhi</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>two sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP70</td>
<td>mambirhi masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>TWO sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP71</td>
<td>masangu manharhu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>three sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP72</td>
<td>manharhu masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>THREE sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP73</td>
<td>masangu hinkwawo</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>all sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP74</td>
<td>hinkwawo masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>ALL sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP75</td>
<td>masangu lama</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>these sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP76</td>
<td>lama masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>THESE sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP77</td>
<td>masangu mantsongo</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>small sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP78</td>
<td>mantsongo masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>SMALL sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP125</td>
<td>masangu mantshwa</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>new sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP126</td>
<td>mantshwa masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>NEW sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP127</td>
<td>masangu makahle</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>good sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDP128</td>
<td>makahle masangu</td>
<td>ma ta durha mundzuku</td>
<td>GOOD sleeping mats</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>